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Exploiting Constructive Mutual Coupling in P2P
MIMO by Analog-Digital Phase Alignment

Ang Li, Student Member, IEEE, and Christos Masouros, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this paper, we propose a joint analog-
digital (A/D) beamforming scheme for the point-to-point
multiple-input-multiple-output system, where we exploit mutual
coupling by optimizing the load impedances of the transmit
antennas. Contrary to the common conception that mutual
coupling strictly harms the system performance, we show that
mutual coupling can be beneficial by exploiting the concept of
constructive interference. By changing the value of each load
impedance for the antenna array based on convex optimization,
the mutual coupling effect can be manipulated so that the
resulting interference aligns constructively to the useful signal
vector. We first prove that the full elimination of mutual coupling
effect is not achievable solely by tuning the values of the
antenna load impedances. We then introduce the proposed A/D
scheme for both PSK and QAM modulations, where performance
gains with respect to conventional techniques are obtained. The
implementation of the proposed schemes is also discussed, where
a lookup table can be built to efficiently apply the calculated
load impedances. The numerical results show that the proposed
schemes can achieve an improved performance compared to
systems with fixed mutual coupling, especially when the antenna
spacing is small.

Index Terms— MIMO, mutual coupling, constructive interfer-
ence, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE benefits of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
systems have been widely acknowledged and extensively

studied in recent years due to the performance gains over
single-input-single-output (SISO) systems. One popular appli-
cation of MIMO techniques is to employ spatial multiplexing
to improve the system capacity by sending parallel data
streams across multiple transmit antennas [1], [2]. At the
receiver, these information streams can be separated by various
signal processing techniques. Among receiver architectures,
the maximum likelihood (ML) receiver can provide the
optimal performance, but the computational complexity for
ML is too high for its application in practice [3]. Therefore,
linear receivers such as zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-
squared-error (MMSE) that provide a sub-optimal performance
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are proposed as alternative techniques [4], [5]. Compared to
the ML receiver, linear receivers are more appealing for many
applications due to the low cost of computational complexity.
On the other hand, studies on precoding schemes have shown
that interference can be exploited to benefit the system per-
formance [6], [7], where the correlation rotation (also known
as phase alignment) approach is proposed. By rotating the
correlation of MIMO streams, the signals of interfering trans-
mission are aligned to the signal of interest, which leads to a
gain in the received SNR without investing additional power.
Further studies on the constructive interference can be found
in [8], [9] where it is exploited for transmit beamforming.

Many existing studies on receiver structures and pre-
processing approaches of MIMO assume an uncorrelated
Rayleigh flat fading channel, where there is no spatial cor-
relation or mutual coupling effect between antenna elements.
However, when the antenna spacing is small, these two effects
cannot be neglected [10]–[12]. Therefore, investigations on
the correlation and mutual coupling effect are of necessity.
In [10], [11], the effect of spatial correlation and mutual
coupling is studied when an increasing number of antennas is
fitted in a fixed physical space. Experimental studies on the
transmit correlation effect have been conducted in [12]–[14],
and its impact on the system performance of MIMO has been
investigated in [15]–[19]. Designs of the robust precoding
schemes for the correlated channels are studied in [20]–[22].
As for the mutual coupling effect, in [23] the mutual coupling
matrix is derived based on a 2 × 2 MIMO system and its
effect on the MIMO capacity is also studied. Further studies
on the mutual coupling can be found in [24]–[27], where
the impact of mutual coupling effect in a Rician channel is
investigated for the transmit beamforming in [24]. It is shown
that for Rician channels, when the non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
component dominates the correlated Rayleigh channel, the
system capacity is low, while the system can achieve a higher
capacity when the line-of-sight (LOS) component prevails.
In [26], the effect of mutual coupling is studied, where it is
shown that when the inter-spacing between antenna elements
decreases, the mutual coupling effect becomes strong and
has an inferior impact on the system performance. In [27],
the mutual coupling is studied for MIMO systems at high
SNR, where it is shown that in low correlation propagation
environment, the mutual coupling effect will also degrade the
system performance.

In order to compensate for the effect of the mutual coupling,
a number of approaches have been proposed [28]–[30], most
of which are based on the derivation of a compensation matrix.
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In [28], the mutual coupling compensation is realized by
forming a compensation matrix, which is multiplied to the
received signal vector, and experiments have validated the
effectiveness of this scheme. In [29], the compensation matrix
is derived based on the generalized scattering matrix of the
antenna array and the spherical mode expansion. In [30], the
mutual coupling compensation is studied for both transmitting
and receiving antenna arrays, where the calculation of the
compensation matrices is given. In [31]–[33], novel structures
such as matching circuits are proposed to eliminate the mutual
coupling effect. In [31], the mutual coupling effect at low
terahertz (THz) frequencies is studied, where a mantle cloak-
ing method is applied for strip dipole antennas to reduce the
mutual coupling effect. A novel structure is proposed in [32] to
suppress the mutual coupling by adding a U-shaped microstrip,
and its effectiveness has been validated. In [33], by adding par-
asitic elements to the antenna array, a reverse coupling effect
is formulated and can alleviate the effect of mutual coupling.
Other techniques that target at the mutual coupling compensa-
tion can be found in [34]–[36]. It should be noted that, how-
ever, most of the above existing techniques for mutual coupling
compensation are not from a signal processing perspective.

Different from existing studies that aim at minimizing or
compensating for the mutual coupling effect, in this paper
we propose to exploit the mutual coupling effect to further
improve the MIMO performance by exploiting the concept
of constructive interference [6]. We focus on PSK modulated
signals where this is done by aligning interference to the
phase of the desired symbols, while the extension to QAM
modulations is also investigated. We assume that each antenna
element is equipped with a tunable load impedance (e.g. a
varactor) such that the mutual coupling effect can be controlled
by changing the values of each load impedance. While it
will be shown that a full elimination of the mutual coupling
effect solely by tuning the load values is not achievable, it
is possible to exploit the mutual coupling to achieve phase
alignment, where further performance gains can be obtained.
We propose to employ the concept of constructive interference,
where each transmit symbol after mutual coupling is enhanced
and aligned to the phase of the desired transmit symbol.
With the proposed approach, the mutual coupling effect can
offer both amplitude scaling and angle rotation for each
transmitted symbol, and as long as the received symbols after
mutual coupling are located in the constructive region, a better
detection performance can be achieved. We formulate the
problem into a convex optimization problem, where the prac-
tical constraints on each load impedance is considered. The
performance analysis of the proposed schemes is conducted
in terms of the analytical probability of error. Furthermore,
we also discuss the implementation of the proposed schemes
in practice, where a lookup table can be built based on the
transmit symbol vector such that the proposed schemes can be
efficiently applied. We note that we focus on P2P links where
typically small-scale MIMO systems are employed, such as
in the cases of device-to-device (D2D) communications [37]
and small cells [38] which have received increasing research
attention recently and will play an important role in the future
communication standards [39]. The proposed schemes are then

best suited to these scenarios, where the size of the lookup
table is acceptable, and the interference is present and can be
exploited. Simulation results validate the performance gains
by the proposed schemes, where for QPSK an SNR gain
of 8dB can be observed compared to MIMO systems with
fixed mutual coupling, and even a 5dB gain compared to the
ideal MIMO systems without mutual coupling effect. Instead
of compensating for the mutual coupling effect in existing
literatures, the proposed schemes are shown to significantly
improve the system performance.

For reasons of clarity, we summarize the contributions of
this paper as:

1) We propose to exploit the mutual coupling effect for
MIMO systems to further improve the system perfor-
mance by means of analog processing with tunable
antenna load impedances.

2) The problems are formulated by exploiting the con-
cept of phase alignment and further transformed into
optimization problems, where practical constraints are
considered. Convex optimization can then be applied to
solve the problems.

3) We characterize the fully-correlated channel model and
mathematically analyze the system performance in terms
of the analytical probability of error. We also discuss
the practical implementation of the proposed schemes,
where a lookup table can be built dependent on the
transmit symbol vector.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the downlink point-to-point MIMO system and the
channel model with spatial correlation and mutual coupling
effect. Section III gives a detailed description of the proposed
schemes that exploit the concept of constructive interference
based on convex optimization. Section IV analyzes the sys-
tem performance with the proposed schemes in terms of
the probability of error. Section V discusses the practical
implementation of the proposed schemes. Section VI presents
numerical results to validate the superiority of the proposed
techniques, and conclusions are given in Section VII.

Notations: a, a, and A denote scalar, vector and
matrix, respectively. E {·}, (·)T , (·)H , (·)−1, (·)†, and tr (·)
denote expectation, transpose, conjugate transpose, inverse,
Moore-Penrose inverse and trace of a matrix respectively.
‖·‖ denotes the Frobenius norm, I is the identity matrix
and 0 denotes a zero matrix or vector. C n×n represents an
n × n matrix in the complex set and R(k, u) denotes the
element of the kth-row and uth-column in R. diag (·) denotes
the conversion into a diagonal matrix with the values on its
main diagonal and vec (·) is the operation of transforming a
diagonal matrix into a column vector. � (·) and � (·) denote the
real part and imaginary part of a complex number, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the MIMO system is firstly introduced. Our
focus is on compact antenna deployments at the transmitter
side, which leads to both the mutual coupling and spatial
correlation effect. Accordingly, we focus on the mutual cou-
pling effect at the transmit antenna array, while the mutual
coupling at the receiver side is considered fixed and therefore
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system model.

not included in the system model, which is in line with existing
studies on mutual coupling [29], [31]–[34]. The spatial cor-
relation effect is considered at both the transmit side and the
receive side. In the following, we present the channel model
with spatial correlation and mutual coupling.

A. System Model

We consider the model of a time-discrete point-to-
point (P2P) MIMO channel with Nt antennas at the transmitter
and Nr antennas at the receiver, as shown in Fig. 1, where
Nr ≥ Nt . There is a total number of Nt streams, and the
transmitted signal vector is formed from the constellation
points of a PSK modulation, which is denoted as s ∈ C Nt ×1.
Each data symbol satisfies ‖si‖2 = 1, where a fixed power
per symbol is maintained. The extension to QAM modulations
will be discussed in Section III. With mutual coupling effect
considered at the transmitter, the effective channel is composed
by a mutual coupling matrix Z ∈ C Nt ×Nt followed by the
propagation channel H ∈ C Nr ×Nt . The received signal vector
can then be obtained as

y = HZs + w, (1)

where w is the additive Gaussian noise vector with
w ∼ C N

(
0, σ 2 · I

)
. We assume full channel state information

at the receiver side. While we do not consider the mutual
coupling at the receiver side, we note that the proposed
schemes can still be applied to the cases where there exist
mutual coupling at the receiver by considering the effective
channel Ĥ = Zr H, where we denote Zr as the mutual coupling
matrix at the receiver side. At the receiver, the signal vector
is linearly filtered by the equalizer G ∈ C Nt ×Nr , and the
estimation for the intended data vector is then obtained as

r = Gy = GHZs + Gw. (2)

For simplicity we assume a ZF equalizer given by

G =
(

HH H
)−1

HH , (3)

in which case the signal at the output of the equalizer is given
as

r = Zs + ŵ, (4)

where ŵ = Gw is the noise vector after equalization. We note
that the approaches detailed below can be straightforwardly
extended to other equalizers by considering the resulting
effective channel after equalization.

B. Spatially Correlated Channel Model

When the antenna spacing is small, the spatial correlation
effect between antenna elements arise and should not be
neglected in the channel model. As a P2P MIMO model is
considered in this paper, therefore a fully-correlated NLOS
Rayleigh flat fading channel is applied, where the spatial
correlation is considered at both the transmitter and receiver.
Following [40]–[42], we model the channel as

H = Ar HαAH
t . (5)

In (5), Hα is a diagonal matrix with complex Gaussian
distributed elements and is given by

Hα = 1√
M

· diag (α1, α2, . . . , αM ) , (6)

where M is the number of random and independent rays, also
known as the number of scatters in the wireless environment.
αm , m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} is the complex Rayleigh channel
coefficient and each αm ∼ C N (0, 1). Ar ∈ C Nr ×M and
At ∈ C Nt ×M denote the receiver-side and transmitter-side
steering matrices that contain M steering vectors of the
antenna array. For uniform linear arrays (ULAs), as assumed
in this paper, Ar and At can be expressed as

Ar = [ar (φ1) , ar (φ2) , . . . , ar (φM )] ,

At = [at (ϕ1) , at (ϕ2) , . . . , at (ϕM )] , (7)

where ar (φm) ∈ C Nr ×1 and at (ϕm) ∈ C Nt ×1 of ULAs can be
expressed as

ar (φm) =
[
1, e j2πdr sin φm , . . . , e j2π(Nr −1)dr sin φm

]T
,

at (ϕm) =
[
1, e j2πdt sin ϕm , . . . , e j2π(Nt −1)dt sin ϕm

]T
. (8)
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In (8), φm and ϕm , m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} denote the angles
of arrival (AoAs) and angles of departure (AoDs) with the
assumption that both φm and ϕm follow a uniform distribution
in [−π, π]. dr and dt are the equidistant antenna spacing
normalized by the carrier wavelength for the receive and
transmit antenna array, respectively.

C. Modeling of the Mutual Coupling Effect

Based on [11], [23], the mutual coupling matrix with tunable
load impedances can be derived and defined as

Z = [z A · I + diag (zL)] [� + diag (zL)]−1, (9)

where z A denotes the antenna impedance that is considered
as constant in this paper and zL = [

zL1, zL2, . . . , zL Nt

]T
is

the load impedance vector to be optimized. � is the mutual
impedance matrix that can be expressed as

� =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

z A zm1 zm2 · · · zmNt −1

zm1 z A zm1

. . .
...

zm2 zm1

. . .
. . . zm2

...
. . .

. . .
. . . zm1

zmNt −1 . . . zm2 zm1 z A

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

. (10)

In (10), zmk denotes the mutual impedance of two antenna
elements with the distance of k ·dt and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt − 1}.
The value of z A and zmk can be obtained by the induced
electromagnetic-field (EMF) method based on the transmit
antenna spacing dt of the transmit antenna array (refer to
Appendix).

The proposed techniques are then based on exploiting the
mutual coupling between the transmit antennas by optimizing
the values of each load impedance zLi .

III. PROPOSED SCHEMES BASED ON CONSTRUCTIVE

INTERFERENCE EXPLOITATION

In this section, we firstly prove that the full elimination
of mutual coupling effect is not achievable by solely tuning
the load impedances, followed by the proposed schemes that
exploit the mutual coupling to achieve phase alignment based
on convex optimization. Before introducing the proposed
schemes, for notational simplicity we first rewrite (9) as

Z = Zd

(
Zd + �̃

)−1
, (11)

where Zd is the diagonal matrix and can be expressed

Zd = diag
(
z A + zL1, z A + zL2, . . . , z A + zL Nt

)
(12)

and �̃ is obtained from � with all the diagonal elements being
zero, given by

�̃ =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 zm1 zm2 · · · zmNt −1

zm1 0 zm1

. . .
...

zm2 zm1

. . .
. . . zm2

...
. . .

. . .
. . . zm1

zmNt −1 . . . zm2 zm1 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (13)

Before being transmitted through the wireless channel, the
signal vector is affected by the effect of mutual coupling,
which is represented by the multiplication of the mutual
coupling matrix. Therefore, we can regard the mutual coupling
matrix as a linear scaling matrix that manipulates and scales
the transmit signal vector, and the equivalent signal vector to
be transmitted becomes

s̃ = Zs = Zd

(
Zd + �̃

)−1
s. (14)

Based on the knowledge of linear algebra theory, the linear
scaling of a vector can be equivalently represented by the
vector multiplied by a diagonal matrix, and therefore s̃ can
also be expressed as

s̃ = diag
(
λ1, λ2, . . . , λNt

)
s, (15)

where λi is the scaling factor for each transmit symbol si

and the property of λi is dependent on the different schemes
to be introduced in the following. It should be noted that the
mathematical representation of (15) does not necessarily mean
that there is no interference between transmit symbols, because
each λi can be a complex number. For different schemes, there
are different constraints on the phase of each λi , which will
be introduced in the following. Then, based on (14) and (15),
we can obtain

Zd

(
Zd + �̃

)−1
s = diag

(
λ1, λ2, . . . , λNt

)
s. (16)

With

� = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λNt

]T (17)

and further transformation, (16) can be rewritten as

s =
(

Zd + �̃
)

Z−1
d diag (�) s

⇒ [diag (�) − I] s + �̃Z−1
d diag (�) s = 0, (18)

which reveals the relationship between each scaling factor λi

and the load impedance matrix Zd . Accordingly, two different
design approaches for Zd are explored and compared in the
following.

A. Full Elimination of the Mutual Coupling Effect

We firstly consider the signal processing technique that
fully eliminates the mutual coupling effect such that s̃ = s.
According to (15), this is equivalent to

λi = 1, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt } . (19)

By substituting (19) into (18), we can obtain the following

�̃Z−1
d s = 0, (20)

which means that for a particular transmit symbol vector s,
if we can adjust each value of the load impedance zLi to
satisfy (20), the effect of mutual coupling effect can be fully
eliminated. Noting that Zd is a diagonal matrix and with some
transformation, (20) can be further transformed into

�̃diag (s) vec
(

Z−1
d

)
= 0, (21)

which leads to the following proposition.
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Proposition: It is not possible to fully eliminate the
mutual coupling effect by changing the values of each load
impedance zLi .

Proof: (21) can be regarded as a feasibility problem where
we need to obtain the value of each load impedance to satisfy
this equation for a pre-determined transmit symbol vector s,
which is equivalent to finding non-zero solutions for a linear
system Ax = 0. For this problem, x = vec

(
Z−1

d

)
is a column

vector and A = �̃diag (s). Based on linear algebra theory, the
condition for such a linear system to have a non-zero solution
is det (A) = 0, which means

det
[
�̃diag (s)

]
= 0. (22)

(22) can then be further transformed into

det
(
�̃
)

= 0 or det [diag (s)] = 0. (23)

Since diag (s) is a diagonal matrix and the determinant of �̃

in (13) is also not zero, it is not possible for (21) to have
non-zero solutions. �

Remark: Based on the proposition, (21) can only have zero
solutions. Then, with the definition of Zd in (12), this means
that the value of zLi will be extremely large in practice such
that Z−1

d can approach 0. In this case, z A and zmk will be very
small compared to zLi and therefore can be negligible. Then,
(9) will be transformed into

Z = [z A · I + diag (zL)] [� + diag (zL)]−1

≈ diag (zL) [diag (zL)]−1 = I. (24)

However, this case is not feasible in practice, as an extremely
large value of the load impedance will result in an extremely
small current in the transmitting antenna, which then leads to
a very small power transfer efficiency [43], [44].

B. Constructive Interference and Constructive Region

While the full elimination of mutual coupling is not
achievable, it is possible to exploit the concept of constructive
interference to further improve the system performance.
Constructive interference is defined as the interference that
pushes the received symbols away from the decision thresholds
of the modulation constellation [6], [7]. The exploitation of
constructive interference to benefit the system performance is
firstly introduced in [6], where the angles of the interfering
signals are controlled and rotated such that they are strictly
aligned to the angles of the transmit symbols of interest to
achieve constructive interference. Furthermore, the concept of
constructive region is introduced in [8], [9], where it is shown
that the interfering signals may not be necessarily strictly
aligned to the symbols of interest to obtain performance
benefits, and that as long as the resulting interfered transmit
symbols are located in the constructive region, the distance
to the detection threshold is increased for the received
symbols and therefore there will be a performance gain. To
illustrate this intuitively, in Fig. 2 the constructive interference
region [8], [9] is depicted, denoted by the green area in the
constellation, where QPSK is employed as the example to
demonstrate these two effects. For simplicity, here we focus

Fig. 2. Constructive Interference and Constructive Region.

on one quarter of the QPSK constellation corresponding to
the (1 + j) constellation point, where the axes shown are the
detection thresholds for the constellation points. While we
mostly focus on QPSK in this paper, the extensions to other
PSK modulations are also applicable [6], [9], and for QAM
modulations the constructive interference can be exploited
for the outer constellation points [45]–[48]. In the following,
the proposed schemes to achieve phase alignment for
PSK and QAM modulations are introduced, respectively.

C. Exploiting Mutual Coupling for PSK Modulations

We study the case where the interfered transmit symbols are
located in the constructive region, and we firstly focus on PSK

modulations. Then in Fig. 2,
→

O A is the original information

symbol, and here we assume that
→
AB is the interfering signal

for the transmit symbol of interest. With this interfering signal,

the resulting received symbol will be
→

O B. As can be observed
from Fig. 2, as long as the node B is located in the constructive

region, the Euclidean distance of the received symbol
→

O B
to the detection threshold is increased with respect to the

nominal constellation point
→

O A, and an improved performance
can be achieved. Furthermore, the exploitation of constructive
region relaxes the strict angle requirement for manipulating
the interfering signals, and more importantly relaxes the
value range of each load impedance for the proposed tech-
niques to be introduced. Accordingly, different from the case
in Section III-A where the full elimination is not possible,
the exploitation of mutual coupling effect for constructive
interference can be achieved. We refer the reader to [9], [45],
[49], [50] for further details on the constructive region. Based

on the above description and Fig. 2, we denote
→

O A = si

as the original transmit symbol, and
→

O B = λi si as the
transmit symbol affected by the mutual coupling effect. Note
that due to the existence of the angle rotation for exploiting
the constructive region, each λi is a complex variable and
generally we have

� (λi ) = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt } . (25)
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Then, to have
→

O B located in the constructive region, based
on Fig. 2 the following condition should be satisfied:

θAB = arctan

⎛

⎝
→|BC|
→|AC|

⎞

⎠ ≤ θt , (26)

where for M -PSK modulation, the threshold of the angle is
given by

θt = π

M
. (27)

Based on Fig. 2, the resulting symbol after mutual coupling
can be expressed as

→
O B = →

O A + →
AB = si + →

AB = λi si , (28)

which leads to the expression of the interfering signal, given
by

→
AB = (λi − 1) si . (29)

Noting that
→
AC and

→
C B are perpendicular, we could further

obtain
→
AC = [� (λi ) − 1] si , (30)

and
→

C B = →
AB − →

AC = (λi − 1) si − [� (λi ) − 1] si

= j · � (λi ) si , (31)

where the imaginary unit j denotes the angle rotation of 90o.
It is then observed that the real part of each λi represents
the scaling of the original transmit symbol, and the imagi-
nary part represents the angle rotation of the symbol. Based
on (31), (26) can be transformed into

θAB = arctan

[ � (λi )

� (λi ) − 1

]
≤ θt

⇒ [� (λi ) − 1] · tan (θt ) ≥ |� (λi )| . (32)

It is then shown in (32) that each λi should satisfy � (λi ) ≥ 1
so that (32) can be met, which means that compared to
the original transmit symbol si , the transmit symbol after
mutual coupling will have a larger distance to the detection
threshold, and therefore an improved detection performance
can be expected.

Then, what is left is to determine each value of the load
impedance zLi so that phase alignment can be achieved.
Recall (18) which forms the relationship between the load
impedance zLi and the scaling factor λi , which can then be
transformed into

�̃Z−1
d diag (�) s = [I − diag (�)] s

⇒ �̃diag (λi si ) vec
(

Z−1
d

)
= [I − diag (�)] s

⇒ vec
(

Z−1
d

)
=
[
�̃diag (λi si )

]−1
[I − diag (�)] s

⇒ vec
(

Z−1
d

)
= diag

(
1

λi si

)
�̃

−1
[I − diag (�)] s.

(33)

As can be seen, given a transmit symbol vector s, we can
always obtain vec

(
Z−1

d

)
and further zLi with an arbitrary

large scaling vector. However, an arbitrary scaling vector
diag (�) may lead to impractical values for zLi , as the
real part of zLi should be positive such that the antenna
array can radiate power [43], [44]. Therefore, we employ
convex optimization to determine the scaling vector under
realistic implementation constraints, where we consider two
optimization criteria, as detailed below.

Max-Min: Noting that each � (λi ) represents the scaling of
the original transmit symbol, we therefore consider a max-min
optimization problem where we maximize the minimum value
of � (λi ), formulated as

P1 : max min
λi ,zLi

� (λi )

s.t . (λi − 1) si +
[
�̃Z−1

d diag (�) s
]

i
= 0,∀i ∈ I

[� (λi ) − 1] · tan (θt ) ≥ |� (λi )| , ∀i ∈ I
� (zLi

) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I

� (λi ) ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ I (34)

where we denote I = {1, 2, . . . , Nt } for simplicity. By
using (12) and by denoting

ti = λi − 1, xi = λi

z A + zLi

, (35)

and

x = [x1, x2, . . . , xNt

]T
, (36)

the max-min problem in (34) can be further transformed into

P2 : max
xi ,ti

ω

s.t . ti si +
[
�̃diag (x) s

]

i
= 0, ∀i ∈ I

� (ti ) · tan (θt ) ≥ |� (ti )| , ∀i ∈ I

� (zLi

) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I
ω ≤ � (ti ) + 1, ∀i ∈ I (37)

where ω is an introduced auxiliary variable. Based on (35),
we can express the load impedance zLi as

zLi = ti + 1

xi
− z A. (38)

Then, as each ti is a complex variable, the constraint that
� (zLi

) ≥ 0 is equivalent to

�
(

ti + 1

xi

)
≥ � (z A)

⇒ [� (ti ) + 1] � (xi ) + � (ti ) � (xi)

|xi |2
≥ � (z A)

⇒ [� (ti ) + 1] � (xi ) + � (ti ) � (xi) ≥ � (z A) · |xi |2 .

(39)

Note that (39) is a complicated non-convex constraint that
makes the optimization non-convex, a relaxation is needed to
transform this constraint into a convex one. In this paper, this
constraint is relaxed in the following way: by adding a para-
meter μth multiplied to the right-hand side of the constraint,
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we remove the imaginary part multiplication � (ti ) � (xi ) at
the left-hand side, and (39) is transformed into

[� (ti ) + 1] � (xi ) ≥ μth� (z A) · |xi |2 , (40)

where μth ≥ 1. With a larger value of μth , there is a higher
possibility that the optimization problem is solved with a
practical solution. However, a larger value of μth will also
lead to a loss in the performance gains as it reduces the value
range of the variables, which will be numerically studied in the
simulation results. Then, we further impose a relatively strong
constraint to relax the non-convex constraint (40) such that the
solution obtained with the relaxed constraint also satisfies the
original constraint. With [� (ti ) + 1] ≥ 1, we have

� (z A) · |xi |2 ≥ � (z A)

� (ti ) + 1
· |xi |2 . (41)

Then, if the following constraint is satisfied

� (xi ) ≥ μth� (z A) · |xi |2 , (42)

the constraint in (40) is also satisfied. In this way, the non-
convex constraint (39) has been substituted with a convex
constraint as shown in (42), and the final optimization problem
is formulated as

P3 : max
xi ,ti

ω

s.t . ti si +
[
�̃diag (x) s

]

i
= 0, ∀i ∈ I

� (ti ) · tan (θt ) ≥ |� (ti )| , ∀i ∈ I

� (xi) ≥ μth� (z A) · |xi |2, ∀i ∈ I
ω ≤ � (ti ) + 1, ∀i ∈ I (43)

which is a second-order cone programming (SOCP) and can
be efficiently solved by convex optimization tools such as
CVX or SeDuMi.

Sum-Max: in addition to the max-min optimization prob-
lem, we also pursue an optimization problem that targets at
maximizing the average performance improvement for the
data symbol. In this case, a sum-max problem can also be
formulated where we maximize the summation of the scaling
factor � (λi ) divided by Nt , expressed as

P4 : max
λi ,zLi

Nt∑

i=1
� (λi )

Nt

s.t . (λi − 1) si +
[
�̃Z−1

d diag (�) s
]

i
= 0, ∀i ∈ I

� (ti ) · tan (θt ) ≥ |� (λi )| , ∀i ∈ I

� (zLi

) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I

� (λi ) ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ I (44)

which can be similarly transformed into a convex version,
obtained as

P5 : max
xi ,ti

Nt∑

i=1

� (ti )

s.t . ti si +
[
�̃diag (x) s

]

i
= 0, ∀i ∈ I

� (ti ) · tan (θt ) ≥ |� (ti )| , ∀i ∈ I

� (xi) ≥ μth� (z A) · |xi |2, ∀i ∈ I (45)

Fig. 3. Normalized 16QAM constellation points and the corresponding
constructive region.

After the optimization problem is solved, the load impedance
for each antenna can be calculated based on (38).

D. Exploiting Mutual Coupling for QAM Modulations

The proposed schemes in the previous section assume
PSK modulations, and in this section we extend the proposed
schemes to QAM modulations. For QAM modulations, we
propose to introduce the scaling factor λRE

i and λI M
i , ∀i ∈ I

for the real and imaginary part of the transmit symbol si ,
respectively. Then, for QAM modulations (16) can be
expressed as

Zd

(
Zd +�̃

)−1
s = diag (�RE ) � (s)+ j · diag (�I M ) � (s) ,

(46)

where

�RE =
[
λRE

1 , λRE
2 , . . . , λRE

Nt

]T
,

�I M =
[
λI M

1 , λI M
2 , . . . , λI M

Nt

]T
. (47)

Then, (46) can be further transformed into

s =
(

Zd +�̃
)

Z−1
d [diag (�RE ) � (s)+ j · diag (�I M ) � (s)] ,

(48)

which is equivalent to

[diag (�RE − I) � (s) + j · diag (�I M − I)� (s)]

+ �̃Z−1
d [diag (�RE ) � (s) + j · diag (�I M )� (s)] = 0.

(49)

We then proceed to consider the constructive interference con-
straints. For QAM modulations, the constructive interference
can be exploited for the outer constellation points. To demon-
strate this, we employ 16QAM as the example and in Fig. 3
the normalized constellation points and the corresponding
constructive region for 16QAM are shown, where A = 0.6324
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P6 : max min
λU

i ,zLi

� (λU
i

)

s.t .
[(

λRE
i − 1

)
� (si ) + j ·

(
λI M

i − 1
)

� (si )
]

+
{
�̃Z−1

d [diag (�RE )� (s) + j · diag (�I M ) � (s)]
}

i
= 0,∀i ∈ I

� (zLi

) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I

λRE
i ≥ 1, λI M

i ≥ 1 if |� (si )| ≥ A and |� (si )| ≥ A, ∀i ∈ I

λRE
i = 1, λI M

i ≥ 1 if |� (si )| ≤ A and |� (si )| ≥ A, ∀i ∈ I

λRE
i ≥ 1, λI M

i = 1 if |� (si )| ≥ A and |� (si )| ≤ A, ∀i ∈ I

λRE
i = 1, λI M

i = 1 if |� (si )| ≤ A and |� (si )| ≤ A, ∀i ∈ I

U ∈ {RE, I M} (50)

denotes the detection threshold for the normalized constella-
tion. Then, for the exploitation of the constructive interference,
the constellation points can be divided into 4 types:

1) Type 1 (denoted as yellow in Fig. 3): |� (si )| ≥ A and
|� (si )| ≥ A. In this case, the phase alignment is similar
to PSK, and to achieve the constructive interference we
have λRE

i ≥ 1 and λI M
i ≥ 1;

2) Type 2 (denoted as red in Fig. 3): |� (si )| ≤ A and
|� (si )| ≥ A. In this case, the constructive interference
can only be exploited for the imaginary part of each
transmit symbol, and we can then obtain λRE

i = 1 and
λI M

i ≥ 1;
3) Type 3 (denoted as green in Fig. 3): |� (si )| ≥ A and

|� (si )| ≤ A. In this case, the constructive interference
can only be exploited for the real part of each transmit
symbol, and we can then obtain λRE

i ≥ 1 and λI M
i = 1;

4) Type 4 (denoted as blue in Fig. 3): |� (si )| ≤ A and
|� (si )| ≤ A. In this case, any interference is destructive,
and therefore we have λRE

i = 1 and λI M
i = 1.

Based on the above analysis, we can then formulate the
max-min optimization problem for 16QAM in (50), which is
shown on the top of this page. Then, by denoting

t RE
i = λRE

i − 1, t I M
i = λI M

i − 1, ∀i ∈ I , (51)

and

x = [x1, x2, . . . , xNt

]T
, (52)

where each xi is defined as

xi = λRE
i � (si ) + j · λI M

i � (si )

z A + zLi

, (53)

the constraint that � (zLi

) ≥ 0 can be further transformed into

�
[

λRE
i � (si ) + j · λI M

i � (si )

xi

]

≥ � (z A) , (54)

which is equivalent to
(
t RE
i + 1

)� (si ) � (xi ) + (t I M
i + 1

)� (si ) � (xi )

|xi |2
≥ � (z A) .

(55)

By following a similar relaxation approach in (40)-(42), this
constraint can be relaxed into a convex form as

� (si ) � (xi ) + � (si ) � (xi ) ≥ |xi |2 · � (z A) (56)

Then, we can formulate the final optimization problem
for 16QAM as

P7 :
max
xi ,tU

i

ω

s.t .
[
t RE
i � (si ) + j · t I M

i � (si )
]

+
[
�̃x
]

i
= 0

� (si ) � (xi ) + � (si )� (xi ) ≥ |xi |2 · � (z A)

λRE
i ≥ 1, λI M

i ≥ 1 if |� (si )| ≥ A and |� (si )| ≥ A

λRE
i = 1, λI M

i ≥ 1 if |� (si )| ≤ A and |� (si )| ≥ A

λRE
i ≥ 1, λI M

i = 1 if |� (si )| ≥ A and |� (si )| ≤ A

λRE
i = 1, λI M

i = 1 if |� (si )| ≤ A and |� (si )| ≤ A

ω ≤ � (tU
i

)+ 1

U ∈ {RE, I M}
∀i ∈ I (57)

The optimization problem P7 can then be efficiently solved
with convex optimization tools, and each optimal load
impedance can then be obtained based on (53), given by

zLi = λRE
i � (si ) + j · λI M

i � (si )

xi
− z A. (58)

The formulation of the sum-max problem can be obtained in
a similar way and is omitted for brevity.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the performance analysis of the proposed
schemes is conducted, where we focus on the zero-forcing
receivers. The analysis of the correlated channel model
employed in this paper is firstly presented, followed by the
analytical probability of error.

A. Correlated Channel Characterization

We firstly study the property of the correlated channels
introduced in Section II. Based on (5) and note that Hα is
diagonal, we can express the elements in H as

H (i, j) = 1√
M

M∑

m=1

Ar (i, m) AH
t (m, j) ·αm . (59)

Noting that αm ∼ C N (0, 1) and each αm is independent,
therefore each element in H is the summation of independent
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Gaussian variables, which follows a Gaussian distribution with
zero mean. The resulting channel matrix H is therefore also
Gaussian with zero mean. We then proceed to derive the
covariance matrix of H. For ease of analysis, we only consider
the expectation over the Rayleigh components and regard Ar

and At as constant matrices throughout the derivation. Then,
based on the definition, the covariance matrix can be calculated
as

CH = E

{
[H − E (H)] · [H − E (H)]H

}

= E

{(
Ar HαAH

t

)
·
(

Ar HαAH
t

)H
}

= E

{
Ar HαAH

t At HH
α AH

r

}

= Ar · E

{
HαAH

t At HH
α

}
· AH

r

= Ar · E {T} · AH
r (60)

where for simplicity we denote

T = HαAH
t At HH

α

= HαAHH
α , (61)

where A = AH
t At . Note that Hα is diagonal, and each element

in T can then be calculated as

T (i, j) = 1

M
αi · A (i, j) · αH

j . (62)

Based on Section II, each element in Hα is independent and
follows a standard normal distribution, and therefore we have

∀i = j, E

{
αiα

H
j

}
= 0,

E

{
αiα

H
i

}
= 1, (63)

which further leads to

∀i = j, E {T (i, j)} = 0,

E {T (i, i)} = 1

M
· Adiag, (64)

where Adiag = diag [A (1, 1) , A (2, 2) , . . . , A (M, M)] is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements being the diagonal
elements of A. Finally, based on the above derivation, the
covariance matrix of H can be obtained as

CH = 1

M
· Ar AdiagAH

r . (65)

B. Probability of Error

Based on the analysis on the correlated channel models,
we can now study the analytical probability of error for the
proposed schemes. For conventional ZF receiver, the analytical
bit error rate (BER) over Rayleigh fading channels for QPSK,
as assumed in this paper, can be obtained as [51]

Pe =
Nt∑

k=1

1

2
−
√

γk

π
· �
(
Nr − Nt + 3

2

)

� (Nr − Nt + 1)

×2 F1

([
1

2
, Nr − Nt + 3

2

]
; 3

2
; −γk

)
, (66)

where � (·) denotes the Gamma function, and 2 F1 ([a, b] ; c; z)
is the hypergeometric function [52]. γk can be obtained based
on the signal-to-noise ratio per bit (Eb N0) and the covariance
matrix of the correlated channels, which is expressed as

γk = 1

σ 2C−1
H (k, k)

, (67)

where C−1
H (k, k) is the k-th diagonal element of the inverse

matrix of the covariance matrix CH.
For the proposed scheme, we propose to exploit the mutual

coupling effect to benefit the system performance. With phase
alignment achieved, each transmit symbol si is enhanced by a
factor λi , which can be translated as an increase in the transmit
power, and |λi |2 can be regarded as the power improvement
factor, without incurring additional interference. Therefore, the
analytical BER for the proposed schemes based on ZF receiver
can also be obtained by (66), where γ̂k for the proposed
scheme is obtained as

γ̂k = |λi |2
σ 2C−1

H (k, k)
. (68)

V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the implementation of the proposed schemes
for practical application is explored, where a number of
practical implementation issues are discussed.

A. Extraction of H

From (3) we observe the receiver needs to obtain H to
perform the equalization, while with pilots we can only
obtain HZ. Therefore, we need to extract H from HZ. We note
that the mutual impedance matrix � is only dependent on the
array structure and does not change, and then typically � can
be known to the transmitter either by the induced EMF method
or other experimental measurements such as boundary-value
approach and transmission-line method [25]. At the pilot
stage, the channel is obtained by firstly setting each load
impedance to a specific reference value, such as zLi = 50�,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }, which is known to both the transmitter
and the receiver. We then denote the resulting load impedance
vector as z0

L and mutual coupling matrix as Z0. With pilots
we can obtain HZ0, and as Z0 is known to the receiver,
H can be extracted from HZ0 to obtain the equalizer G,
and the proposed schemes can then be applied during data
transmission.

B. Use of Lookup Tables

Based on (18) and the description of the proposed tech-
niques, it can be observed that the optimal value of load
impedance for each antenna element is solely dependent on
the transmit symbol vector, irrespective of the channel matrix,
which therefore enables the design of a lookup table for
the optimal values of load impedance based on the transmit
symbol vector. With this approach, the optimization process
can be conducted off-line before transmission to obtain the
optimal values of the load impedances for each possible
transmit symbol combination. This information can then be
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kept and used for future data transmission, where a symbol-
by-symbol optimization is therefore no longer needed, which
can significantly reduce the computational complexity. If
we assume M -PSK modulation is employed, then the total
number of possible combinations for the transmit symbol
vector will be L = M Nt , which is equal to the length of
the lookup table. To illustrate this, an example of the look-
up table is given where we assume QPSK modulation is
employed with 2 transmit antennas, which leads to a total
number of 16 possible combinations of the transmit vector.
For QPSK, without loss of generality we denote m1 = (1, 1),
m2 = (1,−1), m3 = (−1,−1), and m4 = (−1, 1). The look-
up table is then obtained and given in Table. I, where the
optimization is based on P3.

C. Solutions for Extreme Load Impedance Values

It should be noted that, for some transmit symbol vector,
the solutions obtained by convex optimization lead to large
negative values of load impedances, which is unreasonable and
means that there exist no practical solutions for such symbol
combinations. In this example, this happens when the two
antennas transmit the same symbols, which are [m1, m1]T ,
[m2, m2]T , [m3, m3]T and [m4, m4]T . This can be explained
by taking a look at the constraint in (18), which can be
expressed as

[
(diag (�) − I) + �̃Z−1

d diag (�)
]

s = 0. (69)

When the same symbols are transmitted at each antenna
element, (69) is equivalent to

diag (�) + �̃Z−1
d diag (�) = I

⇒
(

I + �̃Z−1
d

)
diag (�) = I. (70)

As diag (�) is a diagonal matrix, (70) can only be satisfied
if
(

I + �̃Z−1
d

)
is diagonal. However, �̃ is a fixed matrix

given in (13) with non-zero values for non-diagonal ele-
ments, and Z−1

d is also not a zero matrix based on (12).
Therefore, (70) cannot be satisfied for any value of λi if
all the transmit antennas transmit the same symbols, which
explains the unreasonable solutions obtained from the convex
optimization. Intuitively, this phenomenon is extended to larger
transmit antenna numbers, where no practical solutions could
be obtained when all the antennas transmit the same sym-
bols. In this case, the fixed mutual coupling matrix is used
where the value for all the load impedance is zLi = 50�,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }, as shown in Table I. Furthermore, based
on the above analysis, the feasibility probability of the pro-
posed scheme can therefore be obtained as

P f easibilit y = 1 − M
M Nt

= 1 − 1

M Nt −1 (71)

Note that for the proposed schemes based on the constructive
region of PSK modulations, the value of μth also has an impact
on the feasibility, and therefore Pf easibilit y can be regarded as
an upper bound. The effect of μth on the feasibility probability
is then studied numerically in the simulation results.

TABLE I

LOOKUP TABLE FOR 2 × 2 MIMO, QPSK,
P3 , dt =0.2, dr =0.5, dl =0.3, μth =1.1

D. Symbol-by-Symbol Switching of Load Impedance Values

Note that the proposed optimizations necessitate the adapta-
tion of the load impedance values zLi on a symbol-by-symbol
basis, where for each data transmission, the value of each load
impedance is tuned based on the lookup table to enable the
application of the proposed schemes. It has been shown in [53]
and the references therein that varactor technologies that
support adaptive impedance tuning can be divided into 3 cat-
egories: semiconductor-based varactor diodes, microelectro-
mechanical system (MEMS) varactors, and ferroelectric-based
varactors. Specifically, semiconductor-based varactor diodes
and ferroelectric-based varactors can support the tuning speed
as fast as 1-100 ns [54]. Semiconductor-based varactor diodes
are more attractive in low power design, while ferroelectric-
based varactors have the capability for high power design.
The tuning of the load impedance can be realized by a
matching system based on an automated impedance tuning
unit with ferroelectric varactors. Furthermore, recent studies
on electronically steerable parasitic array radiators (ESPARs)
where the radiation patterns are formed by tuning the load
impedance for each parasitic element have shown that the
frequent tuning of the load impedance is achievable [55]–[60].
This is verified by the proof-of-concept experiments in [61],
which enables the implementation of the proposed schemes.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the usefulness of the proposed
schemes based on Monte Carlo simulations. We assume the
system is operating at the frequency of f =2.6GHz, and the
simulated channels are based on (5)-(8), where we assume
M = 50. A dipole antenna array is assumed, where the
normalized antenna spacing at the transmitter and receiver
is assumed as dt = 0.2 and dr = 0.5, respectively, and
the dipole length of each antenna is dl = 0.3. The number
of transmit and receive antennas is assumed as Nt = 4 and
Nr = 4 respectively, while it is intuitive that the benefits of the
proposed approaches extend to larger scale MIMO systems.
Note that the proposed schemes are not dependent on the
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TABLE II

ABBREVIATIONS OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES

Fig. 4. BER performance of the proposed schemes, 4 × 4, dt = 0.2,
dr = 0.5, dl = 0.3, μth = 1.1.

receiver structure, and for simplicity we assume ZF receiver
is applied throughout the simulations, while the performance
benefits intuitively extend to other receiver structures. The
above parameters remain the same throughout the simulations,
unless otherwise stated. For clarity, the abbreviations are
summarized below in Table II.

In Fig. 4, the bit error rate (BER) performance of the
proposed schemes for BPSK and QPSK is shown with respect
to the transmit SNR. For both modulations, it is observed that
“ZF with MC” is inferior to “ZF no MC” and achieves the
worst BER performance, which is due to the fixed mutual
coupling effect among antenna elements. For the proposed
schemes, it can be observed that all the schemes outperform
“ZF no MC” and “ZF with MC” with an SNR gain over
5dB for QPSK, as the mutual coupling effect is exploited
by the proposed techniques to improve the performance.
Among all the proposed schemes, it can be seen that ‘max-
min’ generally outperforms ‘sum-max’ and achieves the best
BER performance. While the proposed schemes require each
antenna element equipped with a tunable load, the resulting
performance gain is large enough and is worthy to pursue. As
for the analytical results, a close match can be observed for
conventional “ZF no MC” and the proposed schemes.

In Fig. 5, the throughput benefits of the proposed schemes
are shown, where the throughput is defined as

Tr = (1 − BLER) · m · Nt bi ts/channel use

= (1 − Pb)
F ·m · m · Nt bi ts/channel use. (72)

In (72), BLER denotes the block error rate, and Pb is
the BER. m=2 bits/symbol for QPSK and m=1 bit/symbol
for BPSK. The block length used for the simulations

Fig. 5. Average throughput of different schemes, 4 × 4, dt = 0.2, dr = 0.5,
dl = 0.3, μth = 1.1, BPSK and QPSK.

Fig. 6. BER performance of the proposed schemes, 4×4, dt = 0.2, dr = 0.5,
dl = 0.3, 16QAM.

is F = 20 symbols. For both modulations, it can be observed
that “ZF with MC” achieves the lowest throughput perfor-
mance due to a higher BER. For the proposed schemes, it is
shown that they can improve the throughput performance
compared to the conventional case with fixed mutual coupling
and even outperform “ZF no MC”, as the mutual coupling
effect is exploited. It is also observed that the scheme based
on ‘max-min’ outperforms ‘sum-max’ in terms of the average
throughput.

In Fig. 6, the BER performance of the proposed schemes
for 16QAM is shown with respect to the transmit SNR.
A similar trend can be observed and the proposed schemes
can still offer performance gains. The schemes based on
‘max-min’ and ‘sum-max’ achieve the same performance for
16QAM, and we can observe a 1-2dB gain compared to the
ideal ZF case without mutual coupling. We should note that
“ZF no MC” here is only shown as a reference, and the
performance gain over the “ZF with MC” in practice is very
large at high SNR regime, which means that the proposed
schemes are also applicable to QAM modulations.
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Fig. 7. BER performance v.s. μth , 4 × 4, dt = 0.2, dr = 0.5, dl = 0.3,
SNR = 20dB

Fig. 8. BER performance v.s. normalized dipole length, 4 × 4, dt = 0.2,
dr = 0.5, SNR = 30dB, μth = 1.1, QPSK

Fig. 7 shows the BER performance of the proposed schemes
with respect to the optimization parameter μth for both BPSK
and QPSK. For the proposed schemes based on constructive
interference, it is seen that with an increase in the value
of μth , the BER performance becomes slightly worse, which
is because a larger value of μth reduces the value range of the
optimal solutions by convex optimization, as seen in P3 and P5.
Moreover, a consistent performance gain can be observed for
‘max-min’ over ‘sum-max’.

In the following simulations, without loss of generality
we focus on the QPSK modulation. In Fig. 8, the BER
performance is compared with respect to the normalized dipole
length. As can be seen, for “ZF with MC”, when the dipole
length is equal to 0.4, the mutual coupling effect is the
most severe and greatly degrade the BER performance. The
performance of “ZF no MC” does not depend on the dipole
length and therefore remain unchanged for all values of the
dipole length. For the proposed schemes, it is observed that
they outperform both “ZF with MC” and “ZF no MC” with the
exploitation of mutual coupling. Generally, techniques based
on ‘max-min’ achieve the best performance for all values of

Fig. 9. BER performance v.s. normalized antenna spacing at the transmitter,
4 × 4, dr = 0.5, dl = 0.3, SNR = 30dB, μth = 1.1, QPSK

dipole length. It can also be seen that with the increase in the
dipole length, the BER performance becomes slightly worse,
and this is because when the dipole length increases, � (z A)
becomes larger, which then reduces the possible value range
of each tunable load and therefore leads to a worse BER
performance.

Fig. 9 compares the BER performance of the proposed
schemes with an increase in the antenna spacing at the
transmitter. As can be observed, when the antenna spacing
is small, “ZF with MC” achieves a much worse BER perfor-
mance compared to other schemes due to the strong mutual
coupling and correlation effect among the antenna array. For
the proposed schemes, it is observed that they outperform
“ZF with MC” and even “ZF no MC” as the mutual coupling
effect is exploited to further benefit the system performance,
where ‘max-min’ achieves the best performance. With the
increase in the antenna spacing, the performance gain between
the proposed schemes and “ZF with MC” becomes smaller
as the mutual coupling effect becomes weak, while the BER
performance of all schemes is improved, which is due to
the reduced correlation effect when the antenna spacing is
increased. The proposed schemes therefore enable the design
of compact antenna arrays.

Fig. 10 presents the BER performance with respect to the
number of transmit antennas where we assume Nr = Nt at
SNR=30dB. With an increase in the antenna number, while
the BER performance becomes worse for each scheme, a
consistent performance gain can be observed for the proposed
schemes over conventional ZF receiver with a fixed mutual
coupling. The performance gain of the proposed schemes
persists with the number of antennas increasing. Moreover,
for all cases it is observed that the proposed scheme based on
‘max-min’ criterion outperforms that with ‘sum-max’.

Fig. 11 presents the feasibility of the ‘max-min’ optimiza-
tion P3 with respect to the number of antennas where the upper
bound is obtained by (71). As can be seen, with an increase in
the optimization parameter μth , the feasibility improves while
the performance will be degraded, as evidenced by Fig. 7,
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Fig. 10. BER performance v.s. antenna number, Nr = Nt , dt = 0.2,
dr = 0.5, dl = 0.3, SNR = 30dB, μth = 1.1, QPSK

Fig. 11. Feasibility of optimization v.s. antenna number, Nr = Nt , dt = 0.2,
dr = 0.5, dl = 0.3, QPSK

which means there exists a tradeoff between the performance
and the feasibility.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the mutual coupling effect among antenna
elements is investigated and exploited for P2P MIMO systems.
While it is shown that it is not possible to fully eliminate the

effect of mutual coupling solely by changing the antenna load
impedance values, schemes that exploit the mutual coupling to
further benefit the performance are proposed. By formulating
the problem into a convex optimization problem to obtain the
optimal load impedance values with practical constraints con-
sidered, we manipulate the mutual coupling effect to achieve
phase alignment where the constructive region is exploited.
The implementation of the proposed schemes is also discussed,
where a lookup table can be introduced for practical applica-
tion. The simulation results show that the proposed schemes
can achieve performance gains over conventional systems
with fixed mutual coupling, especially in compact antenna
deployments where the spacing between antenna elements is
small.

APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF THE ANTENNA IMPEDANCE Z A

AND THE MUTUAL IMPEDANCE Zmk

Based on [25], the antenna impedance z A and the mutual
impedance zmk can be calculated with EMF methods based
on the normalized antenna spacing at the transmitter dt . For
the antenna impedance, the real part and imaginary part can
be calculated respectively as

Zz A = Rz A + j · Xz A , (73)

where Rz A is the resistance and Xz A is the reactance. The
calculation of Rz A and Xz A is shown in (74) on the bottom
of this page, where η = 120π is the intrinsic impedance,
Ci and Si denote the cosine integral function and sine integral
function, respectively. γ0 is the Euler constant, K = 2π

λ0
, and

L = dl ·λ0, where λ0 is the carrier wavelength. a is the radius
of the wire and a typical value a = 0.001m is applied in this
paper.

For a uniform linear dipole antenna array with side-by-side
configuration, as assumed in this paper, the mutual impedance
can be calculated as

zmk = Rmk + j · Xmk . (75)

In (75), Rmk and Xmk can be calculated respectively as

Rmk = η

4π
{2Ci [u0 (k)] − Ci [u1 (k)] − Ci [u2 (k)]} ,

Xmk = − η

4π
{2Si [u0 (k)] − Si [u1 (k)] − Si [u2 (k)]} , (76)

Rz A = η

2πsin2
( K L

2

)
{
γ0 + ln (K L) − Ci (K L) + sin (K L)

2
· [Si (2K L) − 2Si (K L)]

+ cos (K L)

2

[
γ0 + ln

(
K L

2

)
+ Ci (2K L) − 2Ci (K L)

]}
,

Xz A = η

4πsin2
( K L

2

)
{

2Si (K L) + cos (K L) · [2Si (K L) − Si (K L)]

− sin (K L) ·
[

2Ci (K L) − Ci (2K L) − Ci

(
2K a2

L

)]}
. (74)
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where u0 (k), u1 (k) and u2 (k) can be calculated as

u0 (k) = 2π · kdt ,

u1 (k) = 2π ·
(√

(kdt )
2 + d2

l + dl

)
,

u2 (k) = 2π ·
(√

(kdt )
2 + d2

l − dl

)
. (77)
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